1/4”MINI AIR FILTER

1/4”MINI AIR FILTER

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Model Number MF2
Part No; 5100810

Model Number MF2
Part No; 5100810

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

This CLARKE product is guaranteed against faulty manufacture for a period
of 12 months from the date of purchase. Please keep your receipt as proof of
purchase.

This CLARKE product is guaranteed against faulty manufacture for a period
of 12 months from the date of purchase. Please keep your receipt as proof of
purchase.

This guarantee is invalid if the product is found to have been abused or
tampered with in any way, or not used for its intended purpose.

This guarantee is invalid if the product is found to have been abused or
tampered with in any way, or not used for its intended purpose.

Faulty goods should be returned to their place of purchase, no product can
be returned to us without prior permission.

Faulty goods should be returned to their place of purchase, no product can
be returned to us without prior permission.

This guarantee does not effect your statutory rights.

This guarantee does not effect your statutory rights.

This filter unit is built to operate in an environment in which the temperature does not
exceed +60oF and the air is not contaminated with solvents to such an extent as to
cause irreversible damage to components.

This filter unit is built to operate in an environment in which the temperature does not
exceed +60oF and the air is not contaminated with solvents to such an extent as to
cause irreversible damage to components.

NEVER use solvents to clean the filter unit as this would cause irreversible damage to the
polycarbonate bowl. Use dishwashing liquid for cleaning.

NEVER use solvents to clean the filter unit as this would cause irreversible damage to the
polycarbonate bowl. Use dishwashing liquid for cleaning.

Take care when connecting the unions to the unit, do not overtighten. The filter should
ideally be connected to a fixed airline or mounted on the outlet of the compressor.

Take care when connecting the unions to the unit, do not overtighten. The filter should
ideally be connected to a fixed airline or mounted on the outlet of the compressor.

The maximum supply pressure the unit can operate is 145psi (10bar).

The maximum supply pressure the unit can operate is 145psi (10bar).

An arrow, moulded on the top of the unit, indicates the direction in which the air should flow.

An arrow, moulded on the top of the unit, indicates the direction in which the air should flow.

IMPORTANT! You are reminded that the sequence for airline component assembly is:
FILTER - LUBRICATOR.

IMPORTANT! You are reminded that the sequence for airline component assembly is:
FILTER - LUBRICATOR.

Condensate is collected in the polycarbonate bowl, and will eventually become visible.
This will drain automatically when the air pressure is turned off. The external stem of the
drain valve is a 4.5mm hose tail, where a hose can be fitted to drain off the water.

Condensate is collected in the polycarbonate bowl, and will eventually become visible.
This will drain automatically while the air supply is turned off. The external stem of the
drain valve is a 4.5mm hose tail, where a hose can be fitted to drain off the water.

There are no user serviceable parts on this unit.

There are no user serviceable parts on this unit.
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